Abstract. This extends a weakened version of the Characteristic Pair Theorem of Jaco, Shalen, and Johannson to a large subclass of the class of end-irreducible 3-manifolds. The Main Theorem of this paper states that if (W, w) is a noncompact 3-manifold pair (where W is a noncompact 3-manifold that has an exhausting sequence with certain nice properties and where w is incompressible in W ), then there is a Seifert pair (Z, 4>) contained in {W,w) such that any 2-manifold that is strongly essential in (W, w) and each of whose components is a torus, an annulus, an open annulus, or a half-open annulus is isotopic in (W,w) into (2,<P).
Introduction
In the introduction, some nonstandard terms are used. These terms, as well as others, will be defined in § 1.
In [JS] and [Jo] , it was proved that if (M, T) is a compact, sufficiently large 3-manifold pair, then there exists a characteristic pair for (M, T) that is unique up to isotopy. This Characteristic Pair Theorem is a beautiful and powerful result. However, the neophyte might find the above statement somewhat unrevealing. A workaday statement of the Theorem might be: If (M, T) is a compact 3-manifold pair, where M is Haken and T is incompressible in M, then there is a Seifert pair (£, <P) perfectly embedded in (M, T) into which any essential annulus or torus of {M, T) can be isotoped; furthermore a canonical (X, O) can be chosen. The fact that there is a canonical choice is where the word is "characteristic" comes in.
It is this second statement on which the result of this paper is modeled.
Main Theorem. Let W he a noncompact, orientable, connected, irreducible 3-manifold and let w c dW be a compact 2-manifold that is incompressible in W. Furthermore, assume that there is an end-irreducible exhausting sequence V = {Vn} far W such that no component of Fr( V" ; W) is a disk, a 2-sphere, or a torus for any n > 0. There exists a Seifert pair (X, <b) c (W, vj) into which any strongly essential torus, annulus, open annulus, or half-open annulus of (W,w) may be isotoped. Moreover Fr(X; W) is strongly essential in (W,w) .
The reader will notice the lack of uniqueness in this result. This is why the Main Theorem could be referred to as a "weak" characteristic pair theorem.
Also note that some obvious modifications will have to be made in the usual definition of Seifert pair for this to make sense.
Let (M, w U G) be a compact, irreducible 3-manifold pair, where G is a nonempty compact 2-manifold no component of which is a disk, torus, or a 2-sphere and wC\G = 0. Let W = M\G. Then (W, w) satisfies the hypothesis of the Main Theorem. If (S, F) is a characteristic pair for (M, wl)G), then we may take (I, O) = (S n W, F n w).
In cases where (W, w) contains no strongly essential torus, annulus, open annulus, or half-open annulus (i.e., is atoroidal), then (X, O) is empty. If only open and half-open annuli are ruled out, then every component of (X, O) must be compact, even though (X, i>) itself may still be noncompact.
The proof of the Main Theorem requires the existence of an exhaustion V such that
( 1 ) F is end-irreducible, (2) no component of ¥r(Vn ;W) is a disk, 2-sphere, or torus for any n > 0. The need for (1) comes from the use of Theorem V.2.1 of [JS] in the proof of Theorem 3.12. The author sees no way to remove this requirement directly. However, the end-reduction methods of [BT] are powerful and offer hope for a more subtle approach in this case.
The need for (2) comes from technical requirements in proving some results about 2-manifolds, in particular, Corollary 2.6. Actually, the elimination of 2-sphere components of Fr( Vn ; W) is vacuous if we assume W ^ R3 because W is irreducible. The author believes that the theorem would hold true without (2) except for special cases. In any case, the result here is strong enough to be used in [W] , which is the author's main interest.
There are two ways that the Main Theorem falls short of what the author would like to have proved. The first of these is the lack of uniqueness. In the compact case, a unique object could be obtained by using the compact analog of the Main Theorem and taking (X, <X>) to have the minimum number of components. In the present case, however, (X, O) might have an infinite number of components. The author is optimistic that some form of uniqueness can be obtained.
The second shortcoming of the Main Theorem (at least in relation to the Characteristic Pair Theorem) is that it deals only with embedded 2-manifolds. The obstruction to this is in §3. In that section, a controlled version of the "workaday" characteristic pair theorem is proved, namely Theorem 3.12. If Theorem 3.12 could be extended to singular 2-manifolds, the author believes that a singular version of the Main Theorem would follow.
In this paper, the author uses what some refer to as the "layer" approach. The alternative to this is the "finite ambiguity" approach which has been used in [BBF] and [BF] to great advantage.
Let (W, w) and V be as in the statement of the Main Theorem. A "finite ambiguity" approach to the Main Theorem might proceed as follows. For n > 0, let (X" , <&") be the characteristic pair of (V" , w II Fr(V" ; W)). For each 0 < k < n, isotope X" so that X" meets Vk "nicely" in a 3-manifold X" ; ¿ . Argue that for each k there are only finitely many topologically distinct X" j.. Successively reindex {Vn} so that there is only one type of X", o, X«, i, ... for each n > 0. Then X = (J^0 X" t n would presumably be the X sought in the Main Theorem.
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The author feels that if he had been able to get the "finite ambiguity" approach to work, then this would have been a much shorter paper. However there were problems involving the construction of isotopies that he just could not overcome.
The "layer" approach taken in this paper may be described as follows. Let M0 = Vo and m0 = w U Fr(A/n ; W); for n > Ï, let Mn = cl(F" \ F"_,) and m" = Ft(M" ; W). Each M" is like a layer of an infinitely tall cake. Let (Sn, sn) be the characteristic pair of (M" , m"). Since any strongly essential torus, annulus, open annulus, or half-open annulus can be made to intersect all of the Mn in essential annuli and tori (Lemma 7.5), it seems that it ought to follow that any strongly essential torus, annulus, etc., is isotopic in W into X = U^to ^n ■ There are problems however. It might be that sn n mn+\ ^ sn+\ n m" for some n in which case the "layers" of X do not fit together. This is fixed by taking modified characteristic pairs (see Theorem 3.12) recursively with respect to (M",mn¡k) where {m"tk} is a particular sequence of 2-manifolds. It is shown in Corollary 2.6 that this sequence is eventually constant if one is careful about annulus components of the m"k-There are a number of possible ways to deal with this problem. In this paper there are dealt with by inserting "guides" around the characteristic pair of (Mn, mn>k) for appropriate k . These "guides" also help to solve the more subtle problem of turning isotopies of the "layers" into a single isotopy of (W, w) (see Lemmas 4.5 and 5.2).
In pursuing the "layer" approach, the author has created two categories to simplify the exposition: stacks and admissible stacks. Much of the notational nightmare associated with noncompact 3-manifolds in general and the "layer" approach in particular has been eliminated (or at least lessened) in this environment. It seems to be a natural environment in which to work, and the author hopes that others will find this so too.
A brief outline of the paper is as follows. Section 1 provides the basic definitions for this paper, although other sections contain definitions as well. In §2 such results about 2-manifolds as we will need are proved.
A controlled version of the Characteristic Pair Theorem (for embedded 2-manifolds and without uniqueness) is proved in §3. In §4 some technical results about isotoping annuli and tori "nicely" into Seifert pairs are proved. Isotopy lemmas in stack categories are proved in §5. In fact, Theorem 5.5 is a version of the Main Theorem in the category of admissible stacks. Section 6 provides results about Seifert stacks and round stacks. The Main Theorem, Theorem 7.6, is proved in §7.
The author would like to thank the referee for his patience with the original version of the manuscript and his insistance that it be done correctly.
I dedicate this paper to the memory of my father.
PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS
In this section, the basic vocabulary of this paper is defined. In this paper, the author has found it necessary to work in a number of different categories. In each of these categories, there are certain analogous concepts. At times the same word has been used to denote a similar or equivalent concept in a different category. At other times, when the author thought the chance for confusion was too great, modified terms have been used. In any case, it is hoped that the understanding of the material has been helped rather than harmed.
Let X and Y be topological spaces. We let ¡|(X) denote the number of components of X. If f: X -> Y is a map, we say that / is proper if f~l(K) is compact for every compact K c Y. If X c Y, then we say that X is proper in Y if the inclusion map is proper. If X c Y we denote the topological frontier of X in Y by Ft{X ; Y). We let c\{X) denote the closure of X.
If F is an (n -l)-manifold and M is an «-manifold, we say that F is properly embedded in M if F c M, F is proper in M, and F DdM = OF . Let ht: Xxl ^ X be a proper map. Define ht: X -> X by h,(x) = h(x, i) •
We say that A, is an isotopy of X if A0 = 1 x and A/ is a homeomorphism for every / e /. An annulus {open annulus, half-open annulus) is a space homeomorphic to Sl xl {Sl xR, Sl x[0,oo)).
If R is a connected 2-manifold, we say that R is round if it is an annulus, open annulus, half-open annulus, or torus. If R is a 2-manifold, we say that R is round if each of its components is round.
If M is a /¿-manifold and m c dM is a (// -l)-manifold that is proper in M, then we say that (M, m) is a ¡¿-manifold pair.
Suppose that (M, m) and (N, n) are //-and //-manifold pairs, respectively. If /: M -* N is a map such that f{m) c n, then we say that /: (M, m) -> (N, n) is a map of pairs; if, in addition, / is a homeomorphism and f\m : m -> n is a homeomorphism, then we say that / is a homeomorphism of pairs. If A, is an isotopy of M such that A,: (A/, w) -> (Af, w) is a homeomorphism of pairs for every í, then we say that A, is an isotopy of (M, m). If M c N and men, then we write (M, m) c (N, n). If M' is a component of M and m' = m n M', then we say that (Ai7, m') is a component of (A/, w). If Af is compact, then we say that (M, m) is compact.
Suppose that F is a (// -l)-manifold. If there is a map of pairs /: (F x /, OF x I)(M, m) that is an embedding and is proper, we say that f{F x 0) is parallel in (M, m) to /(F x 1) and that (f{F x I), f(dF x /)) is a parallelism in (Af, m) from /(F x 0) to f(F x 1).
Suppose that (M, m) is a 3-manifold pair. If F is a connected 2-manifold that is properly embedded in Af, we say that F is essential in (Af, m) whenever dF cm, F is incompressible in Af, and F is not parallel in (Af, m) to a 2-manifold in m. If F is a 2-manifold that is properly embedded in (Af, m), we say that F is essential in (Af, m) if each of its components is essential in (Af, m).
Let F be a connected 2-manifold that is proper in Af. We say that K c Af traps F in (Af, m) if there is no proper map of pairs A: (F x I, dF x I) -» (Af, m) with h(x, 0) = x for every x e F and A(F x I)nK = 0 . We say that F is strongy essential in (Af, m) if F is essential in (Af, m) and is trapped in (Af, m) by some compact subset of Af.
We say that a properly embedded 2-manifold is strongly essential in (Af, m) if each of its components is.
We say that (Af, m) is irreducible if Af is irreducible and m is incom- is a homeomorphism of pairs, then / is a homeomorphism of triples. If A, is an isotopy of (A, a U a') such that ht : {A, a, a') -> {A, a, a') is a homeomorphism of triples for every í e /, then ht is an isotopy of (A, a, a'). We write (¿, a, a') c {B, b, b') if A c B, « c A, and a' c A'.
Suppose that (Af, m, m') is a 3-triple. We say that (Af, m, m') is a(n) Seifert (S1-, I-, irreducible, good) triple if (Af, m U m') is a Seifert (S1-, I-, irreducible, good) pair.
Suppose that (R, r, r') is a 2-triple such that R is a round 2-manifold and rl)r' = dR. Then we say that (R, r, r') is a round triple. Note that all round triples are compact.
Let (Af, m, m!) be a 3-triple and let (S, s, s') be a Seifert triple. We say that (S, s, s') is well-embedded {perfectly embedded) in (Af, m, m') if (S, sUs') is well-embedded (perfectly embedded) in (Af, mUm'). If F is a 2-manifold that is essential in (Af, mom'), then F is essential in (Af, m, m').
Let v > 1 be an integer. For « > 0 let (Af", mn,m'") be a //-triple. Let Af = {(Af", mn, m'n)} = {(Af", mn, m{,)|« > 0}. Then Af is said to be a ¿/-stack, and Af" is said to be the «th layer of Af. Suppose that, for n > 0, //: m'n -+ m"+i is a homeomorphism. Then // = {/z"|n > 0} is said to be a gluing sequence for M. If // is a gluing sequence for Af, then (Af, //) is said to be an admissible v-stack.
For each // > 1, let S^v be the class of all //-stacks and let stfv be the class of all admissible //-stacks. Put y = \JS^ and sé = \}stfv . Let A, B € y with A = {(J" , a" , a'n)} and 5 = {{B", b" , A¿,)} . Suppose that, for each n > 0, /" : {A" , a" , a'n) -* {Bn , b", b'") is a map of triples. Let f = Un) ■ Then we say that /: A -> B is an S?-map. Suppose that a and ß are gluing sequences for A and B, respectively. We say that /: {A, a) -► {B, ß) is an sé-map if fn+\an = ßnfn for all n > 0. It is easy to check that {S?, 5^-maps) and ( sé , ¿/-maps) are categories. Let Af be a //-stack. Suppose, for each n > 0, that {h")t is an isotopy of (Af" , m" , m'n). For each t e I, let Ht: M -> Af be the ¿?*-map if, = {(A"),}.
Then we say that //, is an <¥'-isotopy of M. If in addition (Af, //) is an admissible //-stack and Ht: (Af, //) -> (Af, /t) is an ¿/-map for each tel, then we say that H, is an sé-isotopy of (Af, //).
Suppose that Af is a 3-stack. If each layer of Af is a Seifert {S1-, I-, good) triple the Af is said to be a Seifert {S1-, I-, good) stack.
Suppose that A, B e 5?. We say that A is a substack of B if {An,a",a'n) c {Bn,b",b'n) for every « > 0. If {B, ß) is an admissible stack, we say that A is an admissible substack of {B, ß) if A is a substack of 5 and (^4, {/3«|añ}) is an admissible stack. Let Af be a 3-stack. If F is a 2-stack that is a substack of Af, then we say that F is essential in M if {Fn , fn , f") is essential in (Af" , m", m'n) for each n > 0.
We shall define a functor @ from sé to the category of noncompact PLmanifolds with proper maps as follows. Let {A, a) e sé . Let ${A) be the space obtained from the disjoint union of the elements of {An} by identifying x with an{x) for all x e a'n and n > 0. The space S {A) is given the quotient topology. If {A, a) and {B, ß) are in sé and if /: A -> 5 is an ¿/-map, let £"(/): tf(^) -+ ¿f (5) be the unique map induced by JJ~, /": IJ^o^« -U^L0 -ß« • We shall refer to S as the quotient functor. This is to be distinguished from the quotient map, p: U^Lo^« ~* &(A) ■ If Af and iV are //-stacks such that Af is a substack of N, then Fr(Af ) denotes the stack {{Fk , dFk n nk , 3Fk n «¿)} , where Fk = Fr{Mk ; Nk).
Let W be a connected, noncompact 3-manifold and let w c dW be a compact 2-manifold.
An exhaustion for W is a set V = {Vn} = {Vn\n > 0} of compact 3-submanifolds of W such that W = lj^0 V" and vn C Kn+i \ Fr(F"+1 ; PF) for « > 0. We say that V is an exhaustion for {W, w) if in addition tüCK0\Fr(K0; W). An exhaustion V for IF is end-irreducible if Fr(F"; IF) is incompressible in IF for « > 0. If F is an exhaustion for {W, w), we say that F is very goo*/ if (Vn,wli Fr(F" ; JF)) is a good 3-manifold pair for every n > 0.
If there is an end-irreducible (very good) exhaustion for W {{W, w)), then we say that W ((IF, it;)) is end-irreducible {very good).
Observe that if F is very good, then (cl(F"+1 \ V"), Fr(F"+] ; IF) U Fr(F" ; IF)) is good for every n > 0.
Some results about 2-manifolds
This section is concerned primarily with proving a number of results about 2-manifolds which will be of use in the rest of the paper. The proofs are not difficult. They are included mainly to show why some of the technical conditions assumed are actually needed.
For the rest of the section, we will assume that F is a compact, orientable 2-manifold no component of which is a disk, a 2-sphere, or a torus. Suppose that G is a compact 2-manifold contained in F\dF . We say that G is hard in F if the inclusion-induced map tti(G') -> fli(F') is monic and nontrivial for each component G' of G, where F' is the component of F which contains G'. Note that if G is hard in F, then no component of G or cl(F\G) is a disk, 2-sphere, torus, Möbius band, or projective plane.
We say that an annulus component A of cl(F\C7) that meets two components G' and G" of G in components of dA is a reducing annulus of G in F with respect to G' and G".
We say that G is irredundant in F provided there is no reducing annulus for G in F with respect to G' and G" such that G' and G" are both annuli. We say that G is strongly irredundant in F if there is no reducing annulus for G in F with respect to G' and G" such that either G' or G" is an annulus.
Given a polyhedron A, we let x(A) denote the Euler characteristic of A . Recall that x{AnB) = x{A) + x{B)-x(AnB) and x{Sl) = 0 where Sl is the 1-sphere.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that G and H are hard in F and H c G\dG. Then H is hard in G. Since H is hard in G, no component of c\{G\H) is a disk, 2-sphere, or projective plane. Therefore x{G\H) < 0. It follows that x{G) < x{H). u For a compact 2-manifold G c F\dF , let a{G) denote the number of annulus components of G and let the ordered triple c{G) = {~x(G), a(G), -# G) be the complexity of G. We put dictionary order of the set of complexities of homeomorphism classes of 2-manifolds in F .
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that G and H are 2-manifolds that are hard and strongly irredundant in F such that H c G\d G.
(1) If x{G) = x{H) and A is a component of G, then x{A) = x{A n H). (3) // x{G) = x{H) and a{G) = a{H), then #{G) < #(//).
(4) Consequently, c{H) < c{G).
Proof. Let n = #{G) and let A\, ... , An be the distinct components of G.
It follows by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 that x{Ak n //) < x{Ak) for /c = 1,...,« , i.e., x(Ak)-X(AknH)>0. Note that
k=\ Hence x(Ak) = x{Ak n //), for k = 1,...,«, if x{G) = x(H). This proves
(1).
To prove (2), suppose x(G) = x{H). Let B be an annulus component of H and let A be the component of G which contains B. Since x(A) = x(Ar\H), it follows that x{A\H) -0. Therefore any component of c\{A\H) is an annulus. Let J' and J" be the components of dB and let A' and A" be the components of cl{A\H) that contain /' and /", respectively. Since H is strongly irredundant in F , it follows that dA'\J' and dA"\J" are components of dA . Therefore A = A' U B U A" and the conclusion of (2) follows.
To prove (3), suppose that x(G) = x{H), a{G) = a{H), and A is a component of G. We claim that A n H ^ 0. To get a contradiction, suppose Af)H = 0 . Then x(AC\H) = 0. By (1) it follows that x(A) = 0. Therefore A is an annulus. Since every annulus component of H is contained in an annulus component of G by (2), it follows that a{G) > a{H). This is a contradiction. Therefore A contains at least one component of H. Therefore #(G) < #(//). Part (4) now follows easily from Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and parts (2) and (3). □ Lemma 2.4. Suppose that H is a compact 2-manifold that is hard and irredundant in F. Let <1> be the maximum value of -3^(F') + #(9F') for any
Proof. Let A be the union of the annulus components of H. Then #(,4) = a{H).
Let F' be a component of F and let A' = A n F'. Put B' = cl(F' \ A').
Then x{F') = *(/?').
Let n be the number of nonannulus components of B'. Then n < ~x{B'). Observe that n > #{B') -#{dF') because H is strongly irredundant in F.
Therefore #{B') < ~x{B') + #{dF') = -X{F)' + #(ÖF').
Let p = #{B') and let B[, ... , B'p be the components of B'. Then x{B[) < 2 -#{dB¡) for 1 < / < p. Consequently *(£') < 2#{B') -#{dB'). Since X{B') = x(F') and #{dB') = #{dF') + 2#{A'), it follows that 2#{B') > X{F') + #{dF') + 2#{A'). Consequently, #{A') < #{B') -\{x{F') + #(ÖF')). Therefore #{A')<#{B')-\{x{F') + #{dF'))
The inequality of ( 1 ) follows by the Pigeonhole Principle.
To prove (2), let m = #(//) and let H\, ... , Hm be the distinct components of H. By Lemma 2.2, X(F) < *(//) = Eti X{Hk) < (-1 )(#(//) -a(//)), i.e., -X{F) + a{H) > #(//). Therefore by ( 1), the inequality of (2) follows. D Theorem 2.5. If G and H are compact 2-manifolds that are hard and strongly irredundant in F such that H c G\dG and c{G) = c{H), then G is a regular neighborhood of H. Proof Recall {-X{G), a{G),-#{G)) = {-X{H), a{H), -#(//)). Let n = #{G). Let A\, ... , An be the components of G. For k -1, ... , n , let Bk -Ak H H. By Lemma 2.3(2) , it follows that Ak is a regular neighborhood of Bk whenever a component of Bk is an annulus. Hence if a component of Bk is an annulus, then Bk is connected and Ak is an annulus. Since a(G) = a{H), we may choose notation so that Ak and Bk are annuli iff 1 < k < a{G).
Suppose that k > a(G)+l . By Lemma 2.3(1), it follows that X(Ak) = x{^k) ■ Since x{Ak) ¿ 0, it follows that Bk ¿ 0 . Since #{G) = #{H), it follows that Ak contains exactly one component of H, i.e., Bk is connected. Note that each component of c\{Ak\Bk) is an annulus because x(Ak\Bk) = 0. And since Bk is connected, it follows that Ak is a regular neighborhood of Bk . This ends the proof. G Corollary 2.6. Suppose that, for i = 0, 1, 2, ... , G, is a nonempty compact 2-manifold that is hard and irredundant in F . If Gl+\ c G¡ \ dG¡ for i > 0, then there is an integer N such that Gn is a regular neighborhood of G, for i>N+l. Proof. Let c, = c{G¡) for / > 0. By Lemma 2.3(4), Co > c\ > ••• , and by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4, the sequence {c,} is bounded below. Therefore, there is an integer N such that c, = C/v for i > N. Applying Theorem 2.5 ends the proof. G Corollary 2.7. Let G and H be compact 2-manifolds that are hard and strongly irredundant in F such that H c G\dG. If there is an isotopy ht: F -> F such that h\{G) C H\dH, then G is a regular neighborhood of H. Proof. Recall that by Lemma 2.2, x(G) < x{H) and *(/f) < x(h\{G)). Hence X{H) = x{G) ■ It follows similarly by Lemma 2.3(2) that a{G) = a{H) and by Lemma 2.3(3) that #(G) = #(//). Applying Theorem 2.5 ends the proof. G Let G C G* c F\dF be compact 2-manifolds. If every component of cl(G*\G) is a disk, we say that G* is obtained from G by plugging in F . If every component of cl(G*\G) is a reducing annulus of G in F with respect to G' and G" such that both G' and G" are annuli, then G* is said to be obtained from G by caulking in F .
Suppose that G is the union of the nonannulus components of G*. If J is a simple closed curve in F that is isotopic in F to a component of d G, then we say that J is bewildered in F with respect to G*. We say that G* is guided in F if for every component J of dG* there is an annulus component of G* whose core is isotopic in F to J . If a is a closed 1 -manifold in F such that every component of a bewildered in F with respect to G* is contained in an annulus component of G*, we say that a is safe in F with respect to G*.
The terms above will be seen again with different but parallel meaning in a later section. Lemma 2.8. Suppose that J c F\dF is a simple closed curve that is noncontractible in F and suppose that K c F\dF is a closed 1-manifold each of whose components is noncontractible in F. Suppose that J meets K transversely and that J f)K t¿ 0. If there is a homotopy f:JxI->F such that f{z, 0) = z and f{J x 1 )nK = 0, then there is a disk D c F such that dD = aliß where a = dDnJ and ß = dDr\K.
Proof. We may assume that / is in general position with respect to K. We may assume that the homotopy class of / is chosen so that #(f~l(K)) is minimal. Now f~x{K) is a compact 1-manifold that is properly embedded in Jxl and df~l{K) c / x 0, in fact. Since #{f~l{K)) is minimal and each component of K is noncontractible in F, every simple closed curve component of /~ ' {K) is noncontractible in Jxl. Since JilK ^ 0, there is a component ß of f~l{K) that is an arc. Since dß c J x 0, there is a disk D c J x I that is separated off by ß. We may choose ß so that D nf-{{K) = ß . Put à = ¿fl (7 x 0).
Put a -f{a) and /? = f{ß). Then a U ß is a simple closed curve that is contractible in F . Let D be the disk that is bounded by a U ß . G Suppose that G and //' are compact 2-manifolds that are hard in F such that //' c G\dG. Suppose that / is a closed 1-manifold in F such that each component of J is noncontractible in F. Suppose that there is an isotopy of F which takes J into G\dG. We may assume that J is chosen within its isotopy class in F so that #{J n dH') is minimal. Let H be a regular neighborhood of J U //' in F\dF . Lemma 2.9 . H is isotopic in F into G. Proof. Move J by an isotopy of F which is the identity on H' so that #(/ n dG) is minimal.
We claim that J n dG = 0. Suppose that this is not so and let J' be a component of / such that /' ndG ^ 0 . By Lemma 2.8, there is a disk D c F suchthat dD = aöß where a and /? are arcs in J' and <9G, respectively.
We claim that D n //' = 0. First suppose that dDndH' ¿ 0 and let y be an arc component of dH' f~) D. Then dy C a since //' c G\dG. Let Z)7 be the disk in D which is separated off by y. By pushing along Z)7, we may reduce #{J n 9//'), which is a contradiction. So <9Z) n dH' = 0 . So either #//' C D\dD or ö//' c F\/). The first alternative is prohibited by the fact that //' is hard in F. Consequently, D n //' = 0 because //' C G\<9G and (D\dD)ndG¿0.
Since ö n //' = 0 , we can use D to reduce #(7 n dG) by an isotopy fixed on //' and thereby obtain a contradiction. We may conclude that JndG = 0 .
It is not difficult to see that if /' is a component of / such that /' n G = 0 , then /' must be parallel in F to a component of dG. By an isotopy fixed on the union of H' and the components of / that meet //', we may assume that J cG\dG. and Ak+l which is contained in L*. Suppose that dA\\dB\ and dAn\dB"_i are components of dL*. Suppose that B¡ contains a component of dG for some i. Let A' = ök=l(Ak+i ^ Bk). Now Ai c G\dG, in particular. We may push A' into the component of G which contains A\ . This will reduce the number of components of dG contained in L*. It follows that L* can be isotoped in F into G\dG. G For the rest of the section, G will be a compact 2-manifold that is hard in F. Let G* be a compact 2-manifold which is a union of components of G such that G is isotopic in F into G*\dG* and such that #(G*) is minimal. We shall refer to G* as a strongly irredundant associate of G. Lemma 2.12 vindicates the use of this term.
Lemma 2.12. G* is strongly irredundant in F. Proof. Suppose that G* is not strongly irredundant. Let A be a reducing annulus for G* in F with respect to G' and G" such that G' is an annulus. We may isotop G* into G*\G'. This contradicts the minimality of #(G*). G Lemma 2.13. Suppose that H are G are compact 2-manifolds that are hard, guided, and irredundant in F. Let H* and G* be the strongly irredundant associates of H and G, respectively. If H* is isotopic in F to G*, then H is isotopic in F to G. Proof. We may assume that H* = G*. Let H and G be the union of the nonannulus components of H and G respectively. Since H* = G*, it follows that H = G. The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 3.12, which is a version of the Characteristic Pair Theorem with more control. This theorem serves as the chief cornerstone of the entire paper. This section owes much to [JS] .
Throughout the rest of this section, (Af, m) will be a good 3-manifold pair. Suppose that (C, c) is a 3-manifold pair. Let {S', s') = {S U C, s U c). If each component of (C, c) is a plug (caulk, filling) for {S, s) in (Af, m), then we say that {S', s') is obtained from (S, s) by plugging {caulking, filling) in (Af, m). Note that in this case s' is obtained from s by plugging (caulking) in (Af, m) as defined in §2.
We now fix F and G to be compact 2-manifolds in m\dm that are hard in m. We say that a subset H of m\dm is isotopic separately in m into F and G if there are isotopies /, and gt of m such that f\{H) c F\dF and gl{H)cG\dG.
For the remainder of this section, let {S, s) be a Seifert pair that is perfectly embedded in (Af, m) such that 5 is hard in m and is isotopic separately in m into F and G.
Let A be a round 2-manifold that is essential in (Af, m) such that dA is isotopic in m separately into F and G. Let c{A) = (#{dA n ds), #{A n Ft{S; A/))).
We choose A within its (Af, m) isotopy class so that c{A) is minimal in dictionary order. It will simplify the exposition if we assume that S does not contain a component of A. Let Ua be a regular neighborhood of A in Af such that Ua rid M c m\dm and such that Ua n 5 is a regular neighborhood of A n S in 5 and UA n Fr(5 ; Af ) is a regular neighborhood of ^ n Fr(S ; M) in Fr(S ; Af ). Let SA = S U UA and let sA = SAnm.
Lemma 3.1. Let a be a component of An Ft{S; Af), let A' be the component of A that contains a, and let R be the component of Fr(5 ; Af ) that contains a. Then either a is a simple closed curve that is noncontractible in both A' and R or A' and R are both annuli and a is a spanning arc of both A' and R. Proof. In the case that a is a simple closed curve, it follows by the usual arguments involving the incompressibility of A' and R in Af, the irreducibility of Af, and the minimality of c{A) that a is noncontractible on both A' and R. Now suppose that a is an arc. Then A' and R are both annuli. Suppose that a is a separating arc of A'. Let D' be the disk in A' that is separated off by a. There is an arc component ß of D' n Fr{S ; Af ) which separates off a disk D c D' such that D n Fr{S; M ) = ß . Since Fr^; Af) is essential in (Af, m) and since D n d M c m , it follows that ß is not a spanning arc of Fr(5' ; Af ) ; thus there is a disk E c Fr{S ; Af ) that is separated off by ß . Note that D U F is a disk with d(Dl)E) c m . Since m is incompressible in M, there is a disk E' c m with OF' c (£> U F). We can use E' to reduce #(d4 n ds) by an isotopy of (Af, m). This reduces c{A), which is a contradiction. Therefore a is not a separating arc of A'. A similar argument shows that a is a spanning arc of R. G Let A' be a component of An S and let (5", s') be the component of {S, s) such that A' cS'. Again recall that A'nFr{S; Af) ^ 0. Note that A' is either an annulus which has at least one boundary component contained in Fr(5 ; Af ) or a disk which meets Fr(5"; Af) in two disjoint arcs contained in dA'. Lemma 3.2. If A' is a component of An S, then A' is not parallel in S into dS.
Proof. Otherwise c{A) can be reduced by an isotopy of (Af, m). G Lemma 3.3.
(1) If A' is an annulus and (S', s') is an I-pair, then there is a Seifert fibration of S' such that (5", s') is an Sl-pair. (2) If A' is a disk and {S', s') is an Sl-pair, then S' is a solid torus in which A' is a meridian disk and there is an I-bundle p: S' -> a such that p\s': s' -► a is a d I-bundle, where a is either an annulus or a Mobius band.
Proof. Part (1) follows by Lemma 3.2 and Corollary II.7.7 and Remark II.7.8 of [JS] .
We now prove (2) . Recall that by Lemma 2.2, A' is not boundary parallel. It follows that A' is a compressing disk for dS'. Therefore S' is a solid torus. Recall that A' n Fr{S ; Af ) consists of a pair of disjoint arcs. Since dS' is a torus and Fr{S ; Af ) ^ 0, it follows that each component of s' is an annulus. Therefore, s' has at most two components. If s' has two components, then there is a homeomorphism from (5", s') to {S1 x I x I, S1 x I x dl). If 5' is connected, then there is an /-bundle p : 5" -> B, where B is the Möbius band, such that p\s': s' -> B is an /-bundle. G
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that A" is a component of S' n A. If A' is a disk, then
A" is a disk.
Proof. To get a contradiction, suppose that A" is an annulus. It follows by Lemma 3.3 that {S', s') is an S '-pair. Then, by Lemma 3.3, S' is a solid torus and A' is a meridian disk for S'. Hence A" n A' ^ 0 because A" is incompressible in S'. This is absurd since A. is an embedded 2-manifold. G Lemma 3.5. If {S', s') is an Sl-pair component of {S, s) that is not an I-pair, then there is a Seifert fibering of S' in which both A n S' and s' are unions of fibers.
Proof. Suppose that An S' is not isotopic in (S", cl{dS'\s')) to a union of fibers. Then by VI.34 of [J] there is a component A" of A G S' which meets every fiber in the given Seifert fibration of S'. In particular, A" meets every fiber of s'. Therefore by the discussion immediately before Lemma 3.2 it follows that A" is a disk. By Lemma 3.3(2), it follows that {S', s') can be given an /-pair structure and that is a contradiction. G Lemma 3.6. If (5", s') is an I-pair that is not an Sl-pair, then there is an I-pair structure on (5", s') such that AnS' is a union of fibers. Now let {Sg, s¿) be the union of components of {SA, sA) that meet As and let {Sa, sa) be the union of components of {SA , sA) that meet Aa . It follows by Lemma 3.4 that Sa n Sg = 0. It follows from Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 that (Sa, sa) and {Sg, sg) can be given an S'-pair structure and an /-pair structure, respectively. It follows that {SA , sA) is a Seifert pair. G Lemma 3.8. sA is isotopic in m separately into both F and G.
Proof. This follows by Lemma 2.9. G Let {T, t) be obtained from {SA, sA) by plugging, caulking, and filling so that {T, t) and cl(Af\F) has the fewest possible components with respect to this stipulation.
Lemma 3.9. t is isotopic in m separately into F and G.
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 3.8, 2.10, and 2.11. G Lemma 3.10. {T, t) is well-embedded in M, Fr(T; M) is essential in (Af, m), and t is hard in m . Proof . First note that if r is a component of Fr(F; Af), then either ( 1 ) r is a component of Fr(5' ; Af ), (2) r = S1 x I and each component of r n Fr(»S ; Af ) is a disk which can be realized as ß x I, where ß is a subarc of «S1, or (3) each component of r n Fr{S ; Af ) is an annulus that is hard in r. Suppose that T' is the component of T which contains r and let S' = Sn V . Then (2) occurs only if each component of A nS' is a disk which meets Fr(5" ; Af ) in two arcs in its boundary and (3) occurs only if each component of A n S' is an annulus.
We first show that Fr(F; Af) is incompressible. To get a contradiction, let D c Af be a disk with dD = D n Fr(F; Af) and let r be the component of Fr(F; Af) that contains dD. Let {V, t') be the component of {T, t) that contains r. Since {S, s) is perfectly embedded in (Af, m), it follows that r falls under either (2) or (3). So V must contain at least one component of A . We claim that D c cl(Af\F'). Suppose D' c V and consider the following cases.
Suppose that {V, t') is an /-pair. In this case it can be argued that {V, t') is homeomorphic to {D2 x I, D2 x dl). This is absurd because {T', t') must contain a component of A and the components of A are incompressible annuli and tori. Now suppose that {V, t') is an S'-pair. In this case it follows that V is a solid torus and that D is a meridian disk for V. Note that /' = 0 because D must meet every fiber of t' and D n t' = 0. Therefore V D A = 0 because {D2 x S1, 0) contains no essential annuli or tori. We must conclude that Dccl{M\T').
Let V be the component of cl(Af\F') that contains r and therefore D. We have two cases depending on whether r is an annulus or torus.
Suppose that r is an annulus. Let r' and r" be the annuli into which dD splits r. Then D U r' and D U r" are disks in Af whose boundaries are contained in m . Since m is incompressible in Af, there are disks D' and D" in m with dD' = d{DUr') and dD" = d{DUr"). Let B' and B" be the We claim in this case that (fuK.í'Ufl'U D") is an /-pair; this would contradict the minimality of #(cl(Af\F)). It suffices to show that [V, t') is an /-pair.
We claim that r is covered by (2) . Recall that (1) has already been ruled out. If (3) held, then D' would be a compressing disk for Fr(5'; Af) in Af. Now observe that r is a component of Fr{SA ; Af). Let S' = SnT'. Since r is covered by (2) , it follows that each component of A nS" is a disk. Therefore by Lemmas 3.3(2) and 3.6, it follows that {V, t') is an /-pair. This contradicts the minimality of #(cl(Af\F)). Now suppose that r is a torus. Therefore r is covered by (3). It follows that dD cannot be isotoped in r into r\Fr{S ; Af ). It is not difficult to argue, using the irreducibility of Af, that F is a solid torus. (Note: The previous sentence is not the "standard mistake". There is something to be done.) Since r is a torus, it follows that {T, t') is an S'-pair. The fact that {V U F, t') can be fibered as an S '-pair follows because dD cannot be isotoped in r into r\Fr(S; Af). Therefore (Fu, t) is a Seifert pair obtained by filling {T, t) in (Af, m) . This contradicts the minimality of #(cl(Af\F)). Therefore, we may conclude that Fr(F; Af) is incompressible in Af.
It follows immediately that {T, t) is well-embedded in (Af, m), and hence that t is hard in m .
We now show that Fr(F ; Af ) is essential in (Af, m). To get a contradiction, suppose that r is a component of Fr(F; Af) that is not essential in (Af, m). Since r is incompressible, we may assume that there is a product r x I in Af with r x 0 = r and {dr x I) u {r x 1) c m . Since (Af, m) is good, it follows that r is not a torus. Therefore, r must be an annulus.
We may assume that (rx/)nFr(F; Af) = r. So {rxl, {drxl)l){rx 1)) is a caulk for {T, t) in (Af, m). Since {S, s) is perfectly embedded in (Af, m), it follows that r is not covered by (1) . Let {V, t') be the component of {T, t) which contains r.
Suppose that {V, t') is an S'-pair. Then clearly (F'U(rxZ), t'u{drxl)\j {r x 1)) is an S'-pair. This reduces #(cl(Af\F)) and gives us a contradiction. Now suppose that {V, t') is an /-pair that is not an S'-pair. Then there is a disk D c V such that D n {dT'\t') is a pair of disjoint arcs a and ß which span r ; furthermore, we may assume that D is not parallel into d V . Let Da, Dß c r x I be the disks a x I and ß x I, respectively. The disk D\JDa\jDß is a compressing disk for m in Af. This is a contradiction. This ends the proof. G Let {R , r) be a Seifert pair that is well-embedded in Af with Fr{R ; M) essential in (Af, m), r hard in m and isotopic separately in m into F and G, and (F, t) isotopic in (Af, m) into {R, r) suchthat {#{R), #(r)) is minimal when taken in dictionary order. The existence of {R, r) follows from Lemma 3.10.
Lemma 3.11.
( 1 ) {R, r) is perfectly embedded in {M, m).
(2) r is irredundant in m.
(3) {S, s) and A are isotopic in (Af, m) into R.
Proof. To show that {R, r) is perfectly embedded in (Af, m), we suppose that there is a component (/?', r') of {R, r) that is isotopic in (Af, m) into {R\R', r\r'). Then (R\R', r\r') satisfies all of the demands put on (F, r) while #{R\R') < #{R). This is a contradiction. So {R, r) is perfectly embedded.
We now claim that r is irredundant in m . To get a contradiction, suppose there exists a reducing annulus B for r in m with respect to r[ and r'2 such that r\ and r2 are both annuli. Let J¡■ = B n r\ for i -1,2. Let (F/, r,) be the component of (F, r) that contains r\ for /' = 1, 2. Note that (F;, r,) can be given the structure of an S'-pair for each i. Let F be a regular neighborhood of F in Af such that F n R is a union of fibers of Fi U R2 ■ Let Rb = R U F and rB = ru B . By Lemma 2.11, it follows that rÄ is isotopic in m into r. Let (F*, r*) be obtained by caulking and filling {RB, rB) in (Af, m). It follows as in the proof of Lemma 3.10 that (F*, r*) satisfies all of the demands put on (F, r) and (#(F*), #{r*)) < (#(F), #{r)), which is a contradiction. G Suppose that {U, u) is a Seifert pair that is perfectly embedded in (Af, m) such that u is hard and irredundant in m and isotopic in m separately into F and G. Suppose that if F is a round 2-manifold that is essential in (Af, m) such that if d B is isotopic in m separately into F and G, then B is isotopic in (Af, m) into (¡7, u). Then we say that {U, u) is an engulfing Seifert pair for (Af, m) controlled by F and G. We write {U, u) = Eng(Af, m; F, G). Proof. Suppose that there exists no engulfing Seifert pair for (Af, m) controlled by F and G. Let S be the set of all Seifert pairs (F, r) that are perfectly embedded in (Af, m) such that r is hard and strongly irredundant in m and isotopic in m separately into F and G.
Note that if S = 0 , then Af contains no round 2-manifold B that is essential in (Af, m) such that dB is isotopic in m separately into F and G; by taking Eng(Af, m; F, G) to be the empty pair in this case, we are done.
Assume S ¿ 0. If {S', s') and {S", s") e S, we say that {S', s') < {S", s") if there is an isotopy h, of (Af, m) such that (Ai{S'), hx{s')) c {S"\Ft{S"; Af), s\"ds"). Suppose that (5,, Si) 1 (S2, s2) ± ■■• is a chain in S. By Theorem V.2.1 of [JS] , this chain is bounded above in S. Therefore by Zorn's Lemma (see §3 of the introduction of [H] , for example), S contains a maximal element, say {U, u).
Suppose that F is a round 2-manifold that is essential in (Af, m) and is such that OF is isotopic in m separately in m into F and G. We claim that B is isotopic in (Af, m) into {U, u). By Lemma 3.11, there is an {RB, rB) e S suchthat {U, u) and B are isotopic in (Af, m) into {RB, rB). Since {U, u) is maximal, it follows that {RB ,rB) is isotopic in (Af, m) into {U, u). Since F is isotopic in (Af, m) into {RB, rB), we are done. G
Isotopies of pairs and triples
In this section, theorems are proved about isotoping round 2-manifolds in compact 3-manifold pairs and 3-triples. These two categories are virtually the same, but the triple notation is more convenient in the sequel.
Until after the proof of Lemma 4.4, we will take (Af, m) to be a good 3-manifold pair and {Q, q) to be a Seifert pair that is well-embedded in (Af, m) .
Suppose that {Q, q') is an /-pair component of (Q, q) that is not also an S '-pair. Suppose that A is an annulus in Af with dA c m which is isotopic in (Af, m) to a component of Fr(Q' ; Af). Then we say that A is bewildered in (Af, m) with respect to {Q, q). If A is bewildered in (Af, m) with respect to {Q, q) and there is no -S'-pair component of {Q, q) into which A is isotopic in (Af, m), then we say that A is lost in (Af, m) with respect to {Q, q).
If F is a round 2-manifold that is properly embedded in Af with dR C m such that (F, dR) c {Q, q) and every bewildered component of F is contained in an S '-pair component of {Q, q), then we say that (F, r) is safe in (Af, m) with respect to {Q, q).
We say that {Q, q) is guided in (Af, m) if there is no annulus that is lost in (Af, m) with respect to {Q, q). Here again, the terms "guided" and "bewildered" also mean something analogous one dimension lower.
We say that {Q, q) is irredundant in (Af, m) if q is irredundant in m . Let F' be the union of components of Fr(ß; Af) that are lost in (Af, m) with respect to {Q, q). Let F be a 2-manifold in M\Q that is parallel in (Af, m) to F'. Let QF be a regular neighborhood of F in Af\g and let qF = QFnm.
Lemma 4.1. {Q U QF, q U qF) is guided in (Af, m). Proof. This follows because each component of {QF, qF) is an S '-pair. G Lemma 4.2. Suppose that A is a round 2-manifold that is essential in (Af, m) and contained in {Q,q). If {Q,q) is guided in (Af, m), then there is an isotopy ht of (Af, m) suchthat h\{A) is safe in (Af, m) with respect to {Q,q).
Proof. Choose A within its (Af, m) isotopy class so that A c ß\Fr(ß; M) and the non-Sx-pair components of {Q, q) contain the fewest components of A.
Let A' be a bewildered component of A . We claim that A' is contained in an S'-pair component of {Q, q). Let (£?', q') be the component of {Q, q) that contains A'. To get a contradiction, suppose that {Q, q') is not an S'-pair. Since {Q, q) is guided in (Af, m), there is an S'-pair component (Ö", Q") of «2, q) such that A' is isotopic in (Af, m) to a 2-manifold A" c {Q" ,q"). By Proposition 5.4 of [Wa] , there is a pair {A'xl, dA'xI) c{M, m) with A' x 0 = A' and A' x 1 = A". By choice of A', we may assume that {A' x I) n A = A'. We may use A' x I to perform an isotopy of (Af, m) that leaves A\A' fixed and reduces the number of bewildered components of A which are contained in non-S1 -pair components of {Q, q). This is our sought-after contradiction. G Lemma 4.3. If{Q,q) is guided in (Af, m), then q is guided in m.
Proof. Let q* be the union of nonannulus components of q. Let J be a component of dq* and let {Q1, q') be the component of {Q, q) which contains J . Then {Q, q') is an /-pair. Let A} be the component of Fr(ß' ; Af ) that contains J. Since (ß. q) is guided in (Af, m), there is an S'-pair component {Q" ,q") of {Q, q) suchthat Aj is isotopic in (Af, m) into {Q", q"). Then / is isotopic in m into q" . Since (Af, m) is good and {Q", q") is an S'-pair, every component of q" is an annulus. Therefore q is guided in m . G Let us now make the demand that (ß, q) be perfectly embedded in (Af, m). Let {Q*, q*) be a Seifert pair that is guided in (Af, m) and is obtained from {Q U QF, q U qF) by perhaps adding regular neighborhoods of annulus components of cl{m\{q U qF)) and caulking and filling in (Af, m) so that (#(<?*), #(Af\ß*)) is minimal in dictionary order. We refer to (ß*, q*) as a guide for (Q, q) in (Af, m). Proof. It is easy to see that (ß, q) c (ß*, q*) and that (ß*, q*) is guided in (Af, m).
To get a contradiction, suppose that q* is not irredundant in m . Then there is a reducing annulus A for q* in m with respect to two annulus components of q*. Therefore each component of dA is contained in an S '-pair component of (ß*, <?*)• Let F be a regular neighborhood of A in M so that Fnß* isa union of fibers of the S'-pairs which contain dA . Then (ß* UV, q* UA) is a Seifert pair and is guided in (Af, m) but #{q* UA) < #{q ). That Fr(ß* ; Af) is essential in (Af, m) follows as in Lemma 3.10. G
The most natural statement of Lemma 4.5 requires the use of the language of triples. For the remainder of the section, we will assume that (Af, m, m') is a good 3-triple and that (ß, q, q') c (Af ,m,m!) is a Seifert triple.
We say that (ß, q, q') is guided {irredundant) in (Af, m, m') if (ß, qllq') is guided (irredundant) in (Af, m U m').
Suppose that (ß, q, q') is guided, irredundant, and well-embedded in (Af, m, m') and that Fr(ß; Af) is essential in (Af, m, m'). Suppose that {R,r, r') C (Af, m, m') is a round triple such that F is essential in (Af, m, m'). Let ht be an isotopy of (Af, m, m') such that Ai(F) is safe in (Af, m'Um) with respect to (ß, q U q'). Suppose that gt is an isotopy of m' such that g\{r') is safe in m! with respect to q'. Lemma 4.5. There is an isotopy f* of (Af, m, m') such that f*{R) C ß and f*\m -ht\m and f,*\m' = gt for each tel. Since ß{R) = RnM and ß{Q) = QnM, it follows that /i(FnAf) c ßnAf.
It is not necessarily true that f (F) c ß. We claim that this can be remedied by composing with an isotopy that is fixed off m' x (-1, 1).
Let We claim that f\{dA) cq'jx{-l, 1} . It suffices to show that r\f\{J') C q'j .
Let q'Q be the component of q' such that nf\{J') c <?0. To get a contradiction, suppose that q'0 ^ q'j . Since q' is guided and irredundant in m! , it follows that exactly one of q'j and q'0 is an annulus. Since f{J) = g\{J) and gi{r') is safe in m' with respect to q', it follows that q'j is an annulus; therefore q'Q is not an annulus. However, because rjf{J') is isotopic in m' into w'\^q , it can be shown that A is bewildered in (Af, m Um') with respect to (ß, qliq'). This is because one can lift the parallelism between nf{J') = h\{J) and a component of dq'Q to a parallelism between h\{A) and a component of the frontier of the /-triple component of (ß, q, q') that contains both q'0 and h\{A). Since Ai(F) is safe in (Af, m U m') with respect to (ß, q U q'), it follows that h\{A) is contained in an 5"'-pair component of (ß, q U q'). Since fi{J') -ßh\ß~l{J) c hi{A), it follows that f{J') is contained in an 5'-pair component of (ß, q U <?'). Consequently, q'ü is an annulus. This is a contradiction. So it follows that nf{J') C ^ . Therefore f{dA') c ^ x {-1, 1}.
Since ß n U = q' x [-1, 1], we may now perform an isotopy of {M,m, m') fixed off m'x(-l, 1) that pushes f{R)nU into QnU. Let f* be f followed by this isotopy. a
Stack isotopy lemmas
In this section, we will prove a number of results about isotopies in the categories S? and sé and how they are related to one another. The main result is Theorem 5.5, which is a version of our Main Theorem in the category sé .
Lemma 5.1. Let {A, a) and (F, ß) e sé . Proof. This is left as an exercise. G For the remainder of this section, we will take (Af, //) to be an admissible good 3-stack.
Suppose that S is a Seifert stack that is a substack of Af such that {S" , sn , s'n) is guided (irredundant) in (Af" ,mn,m'n) for each n > 0. Then we say that S is guided {irredundant) in M.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that S is a Seifert stack that is an admissible substack of (Af, //). Suppose that S is guided and irredundant in M and that Fr{S) is essential in M. Let R be a round stack that is an admissible substack of {M, //) and essential in M. If R is S*-isotopic in M into S, then R is sé-isotopic in M into S.
Proof. Let Ht: M -> M be an ^-isotopy such that (h")t(Rn) C Sn for every «>0. By Lemma 4.2, we may assume that (A")i(F") is safe in (Af" , mnUm'n) with respect to (S" ,s"Us'n) for n > 0. By Lemma 4.5 there is an isotopy (A*), of (Af" , m" , m'n) suchthat {h*),\m" = {hn)t\mn and {h*n),\m' = ß-l{{hn+l),\mn+1)ß" and (h*),(R") c S" for each n > 0. Let //* = {(A*),} . It is easy to check that H* is an ¿/-isotopy. G
The remainder of the section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 5.5. For n > 0, let e{s, t) be a guide for Eng(Af", m" U m'" ; s, t) in (Af" , mn U m'n), where sUtcmn\Jm'n.
We define the substack S0 of Af as follows. For n > 0 let (So,* , s'¿<n) = e{mn Um'n,mnU m'n). Put s0l« = s'q" n mn and s'0 " = s'¿ " n m'" . Let S0 = {(So,« ,s0,n, s'0,n)} ■ Let k > 1 be given. Suppose that substacks S\, ... , Sk of M have been defined. Define Sk+\ as follows. Let (St+1,0> 4'+l,o) = e(sk,oVSk,0> Po (Sk,l))> and for n > 1 let (5ifc+1)II,4'+1>n) = e(5fc,"Us¿in,//"-i(4)"_1)U/í-1(ífe>"+i)).
Let sk+it" = s'¿+l " G m" and 5¿+1 " = j¿'+1 " n m^ .
Lemma 5.3. Suppose that R is a round stack that is an admissible substack of {M, ß). If R is essential in M, then R is S?-isotopic in M into Sk for each k>0.
Proof. We proceed by induction on k . Say k = 0. Let n > 0 be given. It follows by construction of So that there is an isotopy of (Af", m", m'n) that takes (F" , rn, r'n) into {S0," , s0,n , s0n).
Therefore there is an ^-isotopy of Af that takes F into So ■ Suppose that k > 0, and suppose that F is ¿/^-isotopic in Af into 5^.
Let G be the image of F at the end of this ,5^-isotopy. Then (G" , g" , g'") c (<Sjfc)W, Sk,n,s'kn) for each «>0. Since R is an admissible substack of (Af, ß), it follows that ßn{g'n) is isotopic in mn+l to gn+i c sk,n+i for « > 0. It follows that (G", gn, g'n) is isotopic in (Af" , mn, m'n) into (Sk+i t" , sk+\" , s'k+] n) by construction of Sk+1. Therefore G is ¿^-isotopic in Af into Sk+i. The proof follows immediately. G Let n > 0 be given. Let F and G be compact 2-manifolds in m" U m'". We say that F r< G if F is isotopic in mnUm'n into G\dG. Let (F)* denote the strongly irredundant associate of F in mn U m'n .
Note that for k > 0, we have s'¿+l n -< s'k' n and therefore (s'¿+l ")* ( 5^' n)*. By Corollary 2.6 it follows that there is an integer E{n) such that (s=(n) «)* is isotopic in mn U m'n to (s[' n)* for k > E{n).
For n > 0, let T(«) = max{5(/c)|0 <'/c < n} .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 5.4. Let n > 0 be given. Then {ßn{s^") "))* is isotopic in mn+\ to {ST(n) ,n+\Y ■ Proof. The proof follows by Corollary 2.7. G For n > 0, let {Tn,Q = (Sr{")(", s^H)tH). Let t" = f¿ n mn and t'n = t'a n m'n. By Lemmas 4.4 and 4.3, it follows that t'n and tn+l are guided and irredundant in m'" and mn+\, respectively. Therefore by Lemma 5.4 and Lemma 2.13, it follows that ß{t'n) is isotopic in mn+\ to tn+i. By an isotopy of Af" fixed on a neighborhood of mn+\ in Af"+i, we may assume that ß{t'n) = tn+i for each n > 0. Let F = {{T", tn, t'")} .
Theorem 5.5. If R is a round stack which is an admissible substack of (Af, //) and is essential in M, then R is sé-isotopic in M into T. Furthermore, T is a Seifert stack which is an admissible substack of (Af, //) and Fr(F) is essential in M. Proof. That F is a Seifert stack, an admissible substack of (Af, //), and Fr(F) is essential in Af follows by construction.
Suppose that F is a round stack that is an admissible substack of (Af, //) and is essential in Af. It follows by Lemma 5.3 that F is J?"-isotopic in Af into Sk for each k > 0. Therefore, (F" , r" , r'n) is isotopic in (Af" , mn, m'n) into {Sk " , Sk ," , s'k n) for every k > 0 and n > 0. Therefore (F" , rn , r'n) is isotopic in (Af", m", m'n) into (F", tn, t'n) for every n > 0, i.e., R is 5?-isotopic in Af into T. Since F is guided and irredundant in Af, it follows by Lemma 5.2 that F is ¿/-isotopic in (Af, //) into F. G
Seifert stacks and round stacks
The two main results of this section are Theorems 6.6 and 6.7. Theorem 6.6 states that if {S, a) is an admissible Seifert stack and each component of (S{S) is noncompact, then the associated noncompact 3-manifold pair is a Seifert pair. The assumption of the noncompactness of (S{S) is necessary. However, this presents no problem in the sequel.
Theorem 6.7 states that the image of an admissible, essential round substack under the quotient map is strongly essential.
In the rest of the section, let {S, a) be an admissible Seifert stack such that no component of sn U s'n is a torus for n > 0. Let X = (S{S) and let P'-\JZ=oSn -» X be the quotient map. Put í> = p{so) ■ Suppose that {S, a) is such that X is noncompact and connected.
Note that if (F, ?") is a Seifert pair, and one component of t" is an annulus, then (F, t") may be fibered as an S'-pair. Consequently, if (F ,t,t') is a component of {Sn, s", s'n) for some n and one component of tut'
is an annulus, then every component of tut' is an annulus.
For n > 0, let % be the set of components of p{S") and let ^n be the set of components of p{s'n) (which is equal to p(sn+\)). Let 'V = U^=o^« an£i % = 1)7=0 %n ■ We say that eel' is incident on Fef iffffiF/0, i.e., e c dV.
Let & be the graph with vertex set "V and edge set % with this incidence relation. Since X is connected, it follows that & is connected. It follows that 9 is infinite because X is noncompact.
Lemma 6.1. Any two edges of S? are homeomorphic. Proof. Let e, e' e I?. There is a path {e\, ... , er) with e = e\ and e' = er because & is connected. We wish to show that e is homeomorphic to e'. If r = 1, then we are done. Suppose that r > 1 and that e¡ is homeomorphic to e for 1 < ;: < r. Let V be the vertex of & on which er-\ and er are both incident.
Let n be the integer such that F is a component of p{S") and put v" = V np{snl¡s'n). Then er-\ and er are both components of v" . If (V, v") is an /-pair, then er-\ is homeomorphic to er. On the other hand, if (F, v" ) is an S'-pair, then each component of v" is an annulus. This ends the proof. G Lemma 6.2. If each edge of W is an annulus, then (X, <t>) is an Sx-pair. Proof. It follows that each component of {S", sn U s'n) can be fibered as an S'-pair for each n > 0. Since each component of sn lis'n is an annulus, we may assume that a: s'n -> sn+\ is fiber-preserving for n > 0. Therefore, (X, <I>) can be given the structure of an S"'-pair, a Lemma 6.3. If no edge of & is an annulus, then every vertex of & is of degree at most 2. Proof. This follows because if (F, t") is an /-pair, then t" has at most two components. G Let us now assume that no edge of 9 is an annulus. Since & is infinite, it follows that at most one vertex of " § has degree 1 with the rest having degree 2. For the remainder of the section, let (Af, //) be a good admissible stack. Suppose that F is a round stack that is an admissible substack of (Af, //) and is essential in Af. Let W = ¿?(Af) and let p: \J7=oMn ^ IF be the quotient map. For n > 0, put Nn = p{M"), wn = p{mn), and Vn -\Jl=0 Nk . Note that {F"} is an exhaustion of IF. Let Fk = p{Rk) for /c > 0 and let F* = U£L0 Fk ■ Since R is essential in Af, it follows that F¡ is essential in {N¡,will w¡+]) for / > 0.
Theorem 6.7. F* is strongly essential in (IF, wq) . Proof. Suppose that the statement is not true. There is a component F of F* which is either not essential in {W, w0) or is not trapped in {W ,Wo) by some compact subset of IF.
First suppose that F is not essential in {W, wq) . Hence, there is a parallelism {Q,q) in {W, Wo) from F to a 2-manifold in wo ■ Since ß is proper in W and wo is compact, it follows that F is compact.
Let k > 0 be given. Suppose that F is a component of wk n ß. Then d T c F. It is not difficult to show that F is incompressible in ß. It follows that F is parallel in (ß, F) to a 2-manifold in F . Let ([/, u) be the parallelism in (ß, F) from F to the 2-manifold in F. We may choose F so that U n (U^o^i) = ^-Now « is in a component of F¡ for some /. So {U, u) c {N¡, w¡ U iD/+i). This contradicts that F¡ is essential in (N¡, wil) w¡+l). Now suppose that F is not trapped in {W, wo) by any compact subset of W. Then dF = 0 because otherwise the compact wo would trap F in (IF, wo). Therefore F is either an open annulus or a torus. Let k be the least integer such that F n Vk ^ 0 . There is a proper map A : F x / -> fF such that A(x, 0) = x and A(F x l)n Vk = 0 .
Let F be a component of h~l{wk). By the methods of Lemma 6.5 of [He] , we may assume that F is incompressible in F x I. Hence there is a parallelism (ß, q) in (F x /, F x 0) between T and a 2-manifold in F x 0. We may choose F so that Qn{\J7=0h-l{wn)) = T.
Note that h{q) C F/ for some / by our choice of F. So A|ß: ß -> A7/. It follows from Proposition 5.4 of [Wa] that F/ is not essential in {N¡, w¡[Jw¡+l). This is a contradiction. G
The Main Theorem
In this section, the Main Theorem is proved. Preliminary to this we prove a number of lemmas which relate round manifolds which are strongly essential in very good 3-manifold pairs to round stacks which are essential in good stacks.
For the remainder of this section, we will insist that {W, w) be a very good 3-manifold pair. It follows, after standard arguments, that W is irreducible and end-irreducible. We fix F to be a round 2-manifold that is strongly essential in (IF, w).
Let F be a compact, connected 3-submanifold of W with w c K. Let T be the union of the components of R that are trapped by K.
Let S be a compact 2-manifold in F such that K n F c S\Ft{S ; F) and such that S nT' is connected for every component V of T.
Let Af be a compact, connected 3-submanifold of W such that K U S c Af\Fr(Af ; IF) and such that (Af, w U Fr(Af ; IF)) is good. Let (F, e) be an irreducible 3-manifold pair and let F be a 2-sided 2-manifold that is properly embedded and incompressible in E such that dF n e = 0 . Let A be a compact round 2-manifold that is essential in (F, e). Let gt be an isotopy of (F, e) fixed on e such that #{g\{A) D F) < #{f{A) n F) for any isotopy /, of (F, e) that is fixed on e .
Let F' be the manifold obtained by splitting F along F. Let ^4' be a component of An E'. Let F' be the preimage of F by the quotient map E' ^E. Lemma 7.4. A' is essential in {E', e U F'). Proo/*. This follows by the essentiality of A in {E, e) and the minimality of #{G¡{A)nF). G Let F be a very good exhaustion for IF such that Vn is connected for every «>0.
Let n > 0 be given. Let F" be the union of the components of F that are trapped by F" • Let S" be a compact 2-submanifold of Tn such that Vn n F" c £" \Fr(S" ; F") and S" meets each component of T" in a connected set. Let //(«) > « be an integer such that Vn U Sn c F,(")\Fr(F,(") ; IF). We may assume that v{k) > v{l) if k > I.
Let h" be an isotopy of (IF, w) that is frugal rel F" U S" such that #(A"(F) nFr(F(n) ; W)) is minimal for all isotopies of {W, w) that are frugal rel F" U Sn .
We define a function a from the set of nonnegative integers to itself as follows. Let cr(0) be chosen so that er(0) > i>(0) and FCT (0) 
